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Face Off begins where Power Plays ends, the girls have shifted from hockey to ball with an exciting summer
looming before them.  Things are perfect for Jessie: high school, hockey and Mark.  Jessie thinks she has
things under control. She can handle the new environment and the new pressure. One party, one wrong
choice and all that changes. MySpace; YouTube – her actions are everywhere. And worst of all Mark is gone
and doesn’t want to ever speak to her. How will she fix this? Once again, hockey is the antidote to life’s
mysteries and navigating the ice is a whole lot easier than high school. Jessie learns who her true friends are
and maybe, just maybe, she can put things right for Mark and her. Ulrich has hit a winning combination of
fast-paced hockey action and realistic teen experiences. On the ice and off, Jessie and her friends present
situations facing many young teens and the hockey action once again keeps the pace high.
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From reader reviews:

Winnie Logan:

The ability that you get from Face Off is the more deep you looking the information that hide inside words
the more you get thinking about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to comprehend but Face Off
giving you joy feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in particular way that can be understood by
anyone who read this because the author of this book is well-known enough. This kind of book also makes
your personal vocabulary increase well. Making it easy to understand then can go along with you, both in
printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having that Face Off instantly.

Leon Santiago:

Is it anyone who having spare time after that spend it whole day by simply watching television programs or
just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Face Off can be the solution, oh how
comes? A fresh book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your spare time by reading in
this brand-new era is common not a geek activity. So what these books have than the others?

Eldon Hall:

A lot of publication has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by world wide web on social
media. You can choose the most effective book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by searching
from it. It is called of book Face Off. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without departing the
printed book, it may add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must
aware about book. It can bring you from one place to other place.

Edwin Ball:

Some people said that they feel bored when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt this when they get a
half regions of the book. You can choose often the book Face Off to make your current reading is interesting.
Your personal skill of reading ability is developing when you just like reading. Try to choose straightforward
book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the idea about book and studying especially. It is to be very first
opinion for you to like to open a book and go through it. Beside that the guide Face Off can to be your new
friend when you're truly feel alone and confuse in doing what must you're doing of the time.
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